Muscle force is modulated by internal pressure

William M. Kier* 1

Fluid pressure is generated in muscle during normal activity (1). This “intramuscular pressure” is correlated with the development of force during muscle contraction, but it is rarely considered in models of muscle function and its implications for muscle performance in vivo are unknown. Sleboda and Roberts (2) show that intramuscular pressure is not simply an indication of muscle activity; it also directly influences contractile force. While previous studies have shown that constraints that impede lateral bulging of muscle can reduce force and work (3, 4), Sleboda and Roberts’ (2) study examines the implications of a radial constraint that actually exerts force and does work on the muscle during contraction. Sleboda and Roberts (2) report the unexpected result that intramuscular pressure modulates force in a length-dependent manner; increased intramuscular pressure decreases force at short muscle lengths but increases force at long muscle lengths. Sleboda and Roberts (2) tested a potential mechanism of transduction of this pressure using water-filled silicone cylindrical models wound with relatively inextensible helical threads. The orientation of the threads in the models mimics what has been observed previously in muscle extracellular matrix, which includes the connective tissues and especially the collagen fibers that wrap muscle fibers and groups of muscle fibers. Pressurization experiments on the models, analogous to those performed on the muscle, suggest that the forces transmitted to the extracellular matrix from intramuscular pressure may be an unrecognized, but important determinant of muscle force in the whole animal.

For their experiments, Sleboda and Roberts (2) used isolated muscles from bullfrogs. Skeletal muscles typically produce maximum force at an intermediate length, denoted L0, with lower forces produced at longer lengths and at shorter lengths (5). To allow comparison between muscles this “length–force relationship,” and thus L0, was determined for each muscle by testing over a range of fixed muscle lengths. The middle third of the muscle belly was then enclosed in a neonatal blood pressure monitoring cuff. The muscle was stimulated and allowed to reach a force plateau and the cuff was then rapidly pressurized. Such local pressurization has not been attempted in previous studies and results in an increase in intramuscular pressure that likely simulates the pressures experienced by muscle in vivo. The pressurization experiments were performed at a series of fixed muscle lengths ranging from 0.9 L0 to 1.25 L0. The results show that at short lengths (0.9 L0 to 1.05 L0) squeezing the muscle belly significantly decreased active force. At long lengths (1.2 L0 to 1.25 L0), however, squeezing the muscle belly with the pressure cuff significantly increased the active force. Sleboda and Roberts (2) also performed a series of analogous experiments over a range of muscle lengths on unstimulated muscle. The results on these relaxed muscles are also length dependent, with significant increase in passive force at longer muscle lengths (1.15 to 1.25 L0) but no change at shorter lengths (0.9 to 1.1 L0).

Sleboda and Roberts (2) suggest that the modulation of force observed in their experiments is due to the effect of pressurization on the connective tissue fibers in the extracellular matrix. They base their argument not on previous research on muscle but instead on older studies of the support and movement of worms! The extracellular matrix of skeletal muscle includes collagen fibers that are arranged in a “crossed-fiber helical array” with the fibers wrapping the muscle fibers and fascicles in both right- and left-handed helices. Such a pattern of helical reinforcing connective tissue fibers is commonly observed in the body wall of many worm-like soft-bodied invertebrates (6). These animals rely on a hydrostatic skeleton, the function of which depends on internal pressure.

The role of the helical connective tissue fibers in force transmission and controlling shape change in worms has been investigated previously (7, 8) and has been applied to many animals and structures with hydrostatic skeletons (6). A simple geometrical model
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provides the insight needed. Consider a right circular cylinder wrapped with inextensible right- and left-handed helical fibers. The “fiber angle” is defined as the angle that the fibers make with the longitudinal axis of the cylinder. As the cylinder elongates, the fiber angle decreases and as it shortens the fiber angle increases. It is straightforward to calculate the volume of such a cylinder as a function of the fiber angle. Such a cylinder wrapped with inextensible right- and left-handed helical fibers, and such a cylinder is pressurized, it will shorten; if the initial fiber angle is less than 54° 44′, the helical fiber is elongated as the cylinder is either shortened or elongated (11). If the fibers are oriented at an angle greater than 54° 44′, pressurization generates force for elongation. If, however, the fibers are initially oriented at an angle of less than 54° 44′, force is produced that shortens the cylinder.

Measurements of collagen fiber angle in the extracellular matrix from different vertebrate skeletal muscles show fiber angles approaching 75° in shortened muscle and 25° in stretched muscle (12, 13). Using the simple geometrical analysis described above, one can predict the implications of pressurization for force production by muscle. Pressurizing a muscle at a short length, and thus a high fiber angle, should generate a force that opposes the active contractile force and the force output of the muscle will thus be decreased. Likewise, pressurizing muscle at a long length, and thus low fiber angle, should generate a force that augments the active contractile force and the force exerted by the muscle will be increased. This is indeed what Sleboda and Roberts (2) observed in their experiments.

In the geometrical model described above, the volume of the cylinder was allowed to vary. But muscles, and other tissues lacking gas spaces, are filled with an aqueous fluid that resists volume change. What are the implications of the fact that muscle fibers are essentially constant in their volume? To explore this issue we can modify the simple geometrical model and, rather than holding the helical fiber length constant and calculating the volume, hold the volume constant and calculate the helical fiber length as a function of the fiber angle (14). A plot of this relationship is shown in Fig. 1B. Note that the minimum helical fiber length occurs at a fiber angle of 54° 44′ and the helical fiber is elongated as the cylinder is either shortened or elongated from this length. The relationship plotted in Fig. 1B may explain previous observations of the appearance of collagen fibers in the extracellular matrix of muscle. At intermediate muscle lengths, the collagen fibers in the extracellular matrix show a crimped or wavy appearance (12, 15). These crimps disappear as the muscle is elongated or shortens, presumably because the fibers are being elongated and the crimps pulled out. Sleboda and Roberts (2) suggest that the crimping may thus be important in accommodating the length change of the fibers of the extracellular matrix that must occur as a muscle fiber changes length.

Sleboda and Roberts (2) thus show that forces transmitted by pressurized fluid in the muscle to the fibers of the extracellular matrix have a significant impact on the mechanics of both actively contracting and passively elongated muscle. It is notable that the perspective provided by Sleboda and Roberts’ (2) study could not have been derived from an analysis of the molecular components of the myofilament lattice or from studies of isolated and skinned single muscle fibers. Sleboda and Roberts’ (2) work thus emphasizes the crucial importance of employing an integrative approach to the study of muscle, incorporating analyses at multiple levels of organization. It is of interest now to explore the potential implications of this previously unrecognized effect on the in vivo performance of muscle.
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